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Feminism was intended to develop as universal theory to show women the nature of our appression and as an

international political practise to achieve our Liberation - Corowline Ramazanogle
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       'Autobiography'     Auto +

Biography

AUTO [Auto - Self : Gr]   Self one's own, be one self, independently combining form of -  


Biography (bio = graphia, Gr)A written account, or history of the life of an individual written by

others
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Autobiography 

"A written account or history of the life of an individual written by one self" "The story of a person's life written by

himself"

"The account of individual human life written by the subject himself. In the broadest sence any self-written
accounts of one's life and times may be thought of as autobiographical, but autobiography at a literary genre stands
apart from certain related forms - notably the personal essay, the diary. The travel Journal and the auto biographical

novel" 
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